SECURITY PROFESSIONALS
KnightHawk Protection is a local Veteran
owned business headquartered in Salem,
Oregon and Portland Metro.
KnightHawk Protection streamlines and
magni es our customer service goals in
order to ensure that each customer’s
unique needs are met, and quality
service is delivered.
Rusty Rice is the CEO of KnightHawk
Protection. Rusty’s work experience
includes 26 years in the criminal justice
He was a member
of a local police
Tactical Operations
Unit in service to
the President of the
United States. His
education and
training include
criminal evidence,
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police operations,
police supervision,
police community
interaction,
narcotics, homicide
investigations and
collection of
criminal evidence.

narcotics, homicide
investigations and
collection of criminal
evidence. Based on
this background he
sought out and
purchased
KnightHawk
Protection from Larry
Knight the founder of
the company.
KnightHawk
Protection is a
division of Veteran
Infrastructure
Products LLC.

CORE SERVICES
We offer the best cameras, radar, geo
fencing, drone and counter drone
technology. Our eyes on the ground or in
the sky will provide ultimate peace of mind.

Patrol of cers are
highly trained and do
their best to provide
our clients with as
much information as
possible as to what
takes place on their
properties throughout
the night. Of cers
patrol our clients
properties in marked
vehicles to deter
crime while keeping
a watchful eye out for
suspicious activity,
noise disturbances,
suspicious persons
and anything out of
the ordinary.

Residents and clients
are able to contact a
24 hour dispatch line
to report any
disturbances or
suspicious activity.
Our clients will be
provided with
detailed, professional
reports outlining any
reported or witnessed
incidents or activity
that takes place on
their property. All
vehicles are equipped
with GPS units for
accurate dispatch and
fast response times.

WE INSTALL
WE MONITOR
WE RESPOND

state of the art equipment.
cameras, radar, & thermal.

Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

to any suspicious activity.

VIP

Veteran Infrastructure Products
KnightHawk Protection offers professional
security consulting services to our clients
world wide. We have extensive experience
in helping companies and organizations of
all types and sizes understand, prepare for,
and mitigate potential risks.

KNIGHTHAWKPROTECTION.COM

1-(877)-487-4238
Check out more about our
Proactive Surveillance System on Facebook!
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https://www.facebook.com/KHP.VIP/

